Plasma turbulence is the dominant transport mechanism for heat and particles in magnetized plasmas in linear devices and tokamaks, so the study of turbulence is important in limiting and controlling this transport. Linear devices provide an axial magnetic field that serves to confine a plasma in cylindrical geometry as it travels along the magnetic field from the source to the strike point. Due to perpendicular transport, the plasma density and temperature have a roughly Gaussian radial profile with gradients that drive instabilities, such as resistive drift-waves and Kelvin-Helmholtz. If unstable, these instabilities cause perturbations to grow resulting in saturated turbulence, increasing the cross-field transport of heat and particles. When the plasma emerges from the source, there is a time, τ , that describes the lifetime of the plasma based on parallel velocity and length of the device. As the plasma moves down the device, it also moves azimuthally according to E × B and diamagnetic velocities. There is a balance point in these parallel and perpendicular times that sets the stabilisation threshold. We simulate plasmas with a variety of parallel lengths and magnetic fields to vary the parallel and perpendicular lifetimes, respectively, and find that there is a clear correlation between the saturated RMS density perturbation level and the balance between these lifetimes. The threshold of marginal stability is seen to exist where τ ≈ 11τ ⊥ . This is also associated with the product τ γ * , where γ * is the drift-wave linear growth rate, indicating that the instability must exist for roughly 100 times the growth time for the instability to enter the non-linear growth phase. We explore the root of this correlation and the implications for linear device design.
I. INTRODUCTION
Plasmas can be confined in magnetic fields to reduce the transport perpendicular to the field, while leaving the parallel transport unimpeded. The perpendicular transport levels are then determined by a combination of classical, neoclassical, and turbulent effects -the dominant usually being turbulence. In the case where turbulence is suppressed, however, the transport is reduced, usually significantly, to neoclassical and classical levels. Suppression of turbulence is the fundamental feature of H-mode in tokamaks, which is the primary operational regime planned for ITER [1] . In a linear device, the geometry of the system means there are no curvature drives for turbulence, so only the pressure gradient provides the free energy -the turbulence is therefore usually seeded by the resistive drift-wave instability [2] and the Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instability [3] . Drift-waves are perturbations of density and potential that are destabilised by finite parallel resistivity that prevents electrons from perfectly maintaining the Boltzmann relation. This results in a phase shift between the density and potential perturbations that causes the waves to grow exponentially during the linear regime, until the amplitude is large enough for non-linear effects to dominate, at which point turbulence begins to develop and saturate. The KH instability is caused by shear flows that begin as laminar, but eddies form to create a mixing layer between the flows eventually destabilising them. The time during which either these instabilities can develop into turbulence is limited by the parallel transport time from the source to the target in the linear device. This parallel transport time, as well as the linear growth rates of the resistive drift-wave and KH instabilities, are functions of the parameters of the plasma and the linear device itself (ie. length, magnetic field, density gradients, etc.)
Linear devices provide an ideal test-bed for fundamental physics research due to the simple geometry. They are often used for plasma-material interaction, tokamak edge plasma, and detachment studies [4, 5] since they allow direct incidence of the plasma on a target. The linear device geometry used herein is based on the Magnum-PSI device [6] in that the density, temperature, length, and magnetic fields are similar. The device simulated is defined by a constant axial magnetic field with a plasma source providing plasma density and temperature at one end and a target at the other, as shown in figure 1 . The plasma source is defined by a Gaussian radial profile in density and temperature with a full-width at half maximum of 8cm. The peak density and temperature at the plasma source are 10 19 m −3 and 5eV,
Magnetic coils plasma source target B Figure 1 . A simple schematic of a linear device. The magnetic field generated by the coils is roughly constant, pointing to the right. The plasma source on the left produces a plasma that streams along the field-lines until impacting the target on the right.
respectively.

II. PLASMA SIMULATIONS
To simulate the plasma turbulence in linear geometry the Hermes model [7] was used, as implemented in BOUT++ [8] . This is a 5-field, 2-fluid cold-ion electromagnetic turbulence model that evolves the profiles and fluctuations self-consistently and simultaneously. The evolution equations are simplified due to the geometry to exclude the curvature terms:
with cross-field E×B and diamagnetic drifts given by
respectively. In this system of equations five fields are evolved where n e is the plasma density, p e is the electron pressure, ω is the vorticity, v i is parallel ion velocity, β e is the electron beta, ψ is the poloidal flux, and j is the parallel current. The plasma simulated herein is chosen to be Deuterium. The target boundary conditions are set using an insulating sheath with j = 0, ∇ n = 0, and v i ≥ c s , while the radial boundary conditions are zero gradient.
Simulating the plasma in linear geometry with varying magnetic fields led to the discovery of intrinsic turbulence suppression at high field, as shown in figure 2. Both plots are density contours for simulations of a 1.2m linear device, but with different values of magnetic field.
The time-averaged maximum fractional density perturbation is 15% for the saturated case at lower magnetic field B = 0.1T, but is suppressed to only 0.02% at the higher magnetic field B = 0.5T. Figure 3 shows the time evolution of the maximum density perturbations for different length devices. In all cases the perturbation starts to evolve and grow. There is a stability threshold somewhere between L = 0.3m and L = 0.4m, consistent with the reduced parallel time, τ , associated with shorter devices. A relationship clearly exists between the stability of the turbulence and the device length and magnetic field strength.
III. DIRECTIONAL BALANCE
We hypothesize that the stability of the plasma turbulence is dependent on the balance of time scales between parallel and perpendicular (to the magnetic field) motion, reminiscent of critical balance scaling [9] . To examine this condition of marginal stability, a ratio of the time scales is defined:
A critical value of this proportionality, α c , represents the threshold of marginal stability. 
direction, this equation is expanded to
The parallel length is simply the length of the linear device. The perpendicular velocity is composed of two drifts: the E × B velocity and the diamagnetic velocity, given by equation 6.
Because these velocities are both perpendicular to the magnetic field, they can be simplified
which is an expression for the time-scale ratio, α. For these quantities to be self-consistently calculated, we resort to simulation. The parallel and perpendicular times are varied by performing parameter scans of two variables: parallel length and magnetic field. By increasing the length of the device, the parallel time is increased since the average parallel velocity remains relatively constant.
IV. STABILITY THRESHOLD
To explore the stability threshold, parameters are varied and simulations run for each case to explore to what degree the turbulence is suppressed. Figure 4 shows the parallel vs perpendicular time parameter space, which was explored by varying the magnetic field strength and device length. Recent simulations of LAPD with external biasing show the development of large azimuthal sheared flows that were found to destabilise the KH instability, which is dominant over the drift-wave instability in seeding the turbulence [10] . In our simulations, the insulating sheath conditions at the target prevent large azimuthal flows from developing, which minimises the impact of the KH instability, so the stability threshold line is calculated using the resistive drift-wave linear growth rate calculated from the slab dispersion relation [11, 12] :
where
In these equations v eth is the electron thermal speed, L N = n e ∂ne ∂r −1 is the density scale length, ν ei is the electron-ion collision frequency, and ω ci and ω ce are the ion and electron cyclotron frequencies, respectively. The drift-wave growth rate, γ * = Im ω, is the imaginary part of the complex frequency. The characteristic perpendicular distance of the plasma is the Larmor radius meaning
in a parallel conductivity that is not dependent upon the magnetic field due to the direct dependence of ω ci and ω ce on B. This indicates that the drift-wave growth rate is also not a function of magnetic field, therefore constant for all τ ⊥ . The black threshold line in figure 4 is representative of this drift-wave growth time, τ ∝ γ * . This threshold indicates that the plasma travelling down the linear device in a time τ requires at least 100 times the linear drift-wave growth time for turbulence to develop.
V. DISCUSSION
To isolate the mechanism for turbulence suppression, a parameter sweep over machine length and magnetic field was conducted producing a surface of δn/n in τ ⊥ and τ space, Figure 5 . The density perturbation simulation data are plotted against the ratio of perpendicular to parallel times. This reveals a trend, and a fit allows for a clear threshold value of α c = τ ⊥ /τ = 0.09 to be found by calculating the curvature, which has a maximum that corresponds to the transition between stable and unstable regimes.
potential and pressure gradients. Due to the gaussian nature of radial temperature profile, the sound speed at the sheath is low at high radius. Since the parallel flows is at least Mach 1 at the sheath, an intrinsic radial shear develops in the parallel flows shearing the density perturbations.
The implications for linear device design are clear: magnetic field and linear device length can be used as tunable parameters that can either stabilise or destabilise turbulence depending on device purpose. Linear devices such as LAPD, which are very long with relatively low magnetic field, observe saturated turbulence as expected [13] . Experimental evidence has shown that drift-waves can be suppressed in the presence of an external potential bias imposing a radial electric field on the plasma [14] ; however, a comprehensive scan of magnetic field and device length has not to our knowledge been conducted. This work therefore serves as a theoretical prediction of the plasma behaviour in regards to resistive drift-wave turbulence stability in linear devices.
